TRÓCAIRE AND POETRY IRELAND
POETRY COMPETITION 2018

ADULT PUBLISHED

Until Love Conquers Fear
Fear is the deafening sound of war.
Love is the hand that quietens it.
Fear is the voice that’s never heard.
Love is breaking the silence.
Fear is the truth that’s locked in the dark.
Love is the courage that frees it.
Fear is the hunger that starves all hope.
Love is the food that feeds it.
As long as pain exists, as long
as suffering is here, We will stay.
Trócaire. Until love conquers fear.
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ADULT PUBLISHED

Disclosure
She rubs a finger on the doorpost,
hears the village mumble;
children scramble through
scraps of half built furniture
women draw up water,
men sit in circles on hot ground
pass knowledge like a loaf.
They would devour her.
She senses fists of chosen stone.
At sun rise she had watched a bird crash
from the out-yard through a beaded veil
to wreck the morning’s order
‘til she caught its flight
She felt a tiny heartbeat,
Trembled, then released it
to the flesh-white sky.
She leans a shoulder on the doorpost
and prays a man to rise
above the conclaves of tradition,
take timber in rough hands,
respond to touch – the bumpy grain of it –
to start with human love
make table tops more fit to feast from.
Daragh Bradish
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The Power of Poems
Poems detonate hope in those who are cast down,
who hide in fear along remote hillsides. Poems
are sturdy vessels when put to sea, strong enough
to navigate stormy waves, rebuild war torn cities
so rubble becomes sturdy foundations. Poems
don’t turn a stranger from their door. Won’t allow
shame or ignorance to cloud their better judgement.
Poems replenish and revive, offer shelter, food, warmth.
Lend reprieve to those bereft, who fear the sniper
taking aim on the rooftop, smell cordite on the wing.
Poems pour oil on troubled waters, soothe and salve.
Poems dry tears shed in lonely rooms on lonely streets
at day-break or at close of day. Inspire other poems
in other poets. Poems, with Love, conquer Fear.
Are healing. Are heard above the roar of gunfire,
battle-cries on battlegrounds where guns are loaded
with greed, lust, hate. Poems go about their business,
lighting Beacons that never will be quenched.
Poems’ very presences weaken the same unease
Fear thrives upon, stirred up by those who never
can be easy. Those who break the homes
and hearts of others. Poems release them too
from this cycle. And their children.
And their children’s children.
Poems bathe in sunlight yet know the icy chill.
Poems forge a shield for grief yet
make a space for laughter.
Poems, like berries on a rowan tree
are succulent, rosy food for singing birds,
carrying the seeds of Love.
Eileen Casey
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Weather Status Warning
Love in a cyclonic climate
and all the angry, privileged people,
building their angry, privileged world,
a world as near to midnight
and the feeling that all things better
are being locked inside the attic
alongside trade union banners
and rumours of principled news,
while love trembles on the bedsheets,
hoping this might be enough.
Joseph Horgan
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ADULT NON-PUBLISHED

Ainganiff*
He was a man from the other side
a wee neglected soul
the sort my mother might have called
an “ainganiff”.
But he came to the wake house
where she was lying
and, with permission,
caressed her hair
and asked for leave
kissed her on the lips:
“Many’s the scone she gave me
When I was passing in the street.”
And not wishing to impose
he went back to his nest
in the protestant estate.
John Donaghy

* “Ainganiff” is the phonetic version of the Irish éan gan ubh –
a shortened version of the Irish phrase gan éan gan ubh meaning
neither a bird/chicken nor an egg, and therefore an insignificant person.
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Raqqa Bowl 2017
A blue bowl
From ancient times,
Bare hands gathering clay,
Wet fingers moulding it into shape,
A paint brush dipped in blue,
Glazed in a hot oven
A blue bowl
For receiving friends,
A blue bowl
Held by many hands,
Infused with their secrets,
This empty blue bowl
The colour of the Aegean sea,
A small raft drifting listlessly,
Wet fingers holding on,
Grasping for life,
Their hands outstretched,
Their stories washed away
In the deep blue sea,
This blue bowl
Immersed with memories of the past.
Invisible to the shrouded figures
Drifting to the unknown,
Their tired faces
Drenched and withered,
Hands clasped around a begging bowl,
This blue bowl
Sits as a museum piece,
Locked in a glass case,
Empty promises left unanswered,
The silent screams of this huddled group
Sink deeper and deeper
Into a sea of blue
This blue bowl
Untouched for years.
Emer Davis
Until Love Conquers Fear
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POST-PRIMARY SENIOR

Blanket
the baby coos
relishing in the warmth
of a soft blanket.
outside, fighting and rage
and anger are coming.
it blows like a strong wind,
covering everything in its path.
it’s hot and fiery and loud.
inside, it’s cool, calm and
colourful. the child is now
six, the blanket still wrapped
around him. although old, still
good. the storm, the tension
and hatred remain. now a
tsunami, destroying native land.
ripping trees from their himban
roots. the child is now twelve.
icy, frosty. the bitter cold bites
unforgivingly at the bakwenan huts,
forcing them to collapse. the child is
now no longer a child but eighteen.
it snows, covering the crops, freezing
the rivers and killing animals, the blanket
remains. the blanket has kept him covered
all these years. he thanks his mother, the blanket
knitted from her own womb.
he walks, the snow melting at his feet, the
sea splitting to guide him, his blanket
tucked safely by his chest.
Jade Moore
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POST-PRIMARY SENIOR

King of the Birds
Fear commanded the sky, a corrupt dictator,
soaring, Tailed by her shadow,
Invading the sun dusted grass,
Their blades no match
For the talons that erupted forth.
Wings outstretched,
An avian crucifixion. Velocity gained
In her spiralling descent, sparks stifled on their birthdays
Fear’s black reflection swallowed the sun’s.
Until Love dawned,
Crown glinting, A dark dash
Clattered, crashed
Atop Fear’s hunched back, struggled
A mastery of the air, Battle between
A cheater and truth, love and fear.
And so love attacked, As love can hurt
Squeezing the hearts of its victims. A blitz of wits and
Fear protected itself
From the pain of love, Wary of charms
Fear’s talons raised In defence
Tearing love apart, In ignorance.
Between dives, chases, feathers fluttering down
Fear lost to love, fearing love lost.
This is the cycle,
Until love conquers fear. This was the story
Received by young eyes that peered
Up into the sky
Watching a wren chase an eagle
Fear chased by love,
By a small thing, Most regal.
Rachel O’Dwyer
Until Love Conquers Fear
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POST-PRIMARY SENIOR

The Television
Fear floods the front room,
From corner to corner and corner to corner,
Engulfing the space between each wall,
With sheer darkness.
Eyes shut closed, hands-over-ears.
As gun shots trickle through the space
Between my fingers,
And blood flares across the box.
The remote lays on the armchair,
Out of reach,
But I’m too frightened so it remains there,
Out of reach.
Eyes shut, ears closed.
The door opens.
A rectangular patch of light enters the room.
The darkness flees,
Cowering behind the curtains.
Trembling, shaking, fearful.
My eyes open, and ears unblock.
To my mother’s embrace,
Yellow glasses, floral apron,
As she ends the war, flickering in the corner.
She switches on the lamp.
Leaves with a loving smile and a pat.
I wonder to myself, in the newly lit room,
What would it be like if war didn’t cease
at the push of a button?
Could my mother hug the whole wide world
and catch its tears?
Hannah Murphy
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POST-PRIMARY JUNIOR

The Olive Tree
He gazes out the window
Through shattered glass,
The tree of his childhood
Jagged and broken.
He remembers picking olives with his father
In the warm evening sun.
A distant boom jolts him back to reality
This town is a ghost town.
Grey shadows slink silently through the rubble,
One eye on the ground, the other on the sky.
A broken people
In this town wrecked by war.
One day this will end.
A new tree will grow
And he will pick olives again.
Sinéad O’Reilly
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POST-PRIMARY JUNIOR

Flames of Fear
Imagine you’re in a room, and flames begin to sear
You think that you’re near doom,
for these are the flames of fear
Imagine each of your senses, just think of them in your head
Alone with no defences, all five on a piece of thread
Imagine the sense sight,
and how you see the flames quite clear
And that feeling begins to bite, for these are the flames of fear
Imagine the sense touch, and how you feel heat coming near
But you really can’t do much, for these are the flames of fear
Imagine the sense taste,
and how the dryness tastes quite queer
But all you can do is wait, for these are the flames of fear
Imagine the sense smell, and how the smoke smells so severe
And you feel locked up in a cell, for these are the flames of fear
Imagine the sense sound, and all the shrieks you can hear
Begging that you’ll be found, for these are the flames of fear
But these flames can be put to an end,
by something we can all give
A gift we all can lend, a gift that helps us to live
This gift is simply love, and anyone can share it
It’s something we’re all worthy of, so help us spread the spirit
For love conquers all,
and it’s something that can’t be contained
It answers all our calls, so love will stop these flames.
Abbie O’Sullivan
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POST-PRIMARY JUNIOR

Free
I hear their voices in the distance.
My teeth chattering, a chill going down my spine.
I feel the vibrations of their footsteps slowly getting
louder.
I hear fear in the form of children wailing and screaming
for their loved ones.
I smell the charred remains of what once was a building.
I’m wondering if the drops I feel falling down onto my
body are my tears or my blood.
The rubble on my foot is quickly becoming more painful
whilst my feelings are quickly becoming more irrational.
I see a bright light in the distance, it’s a hand reaching
out for me.
I’m free.
Grace Crossen
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PRIMARY SENIOR

The Sea of Hope
A barbed wire roll
spooled on top of the wall,
grey and dull as the ashes
that blanket our town.
Huge towers dotted
like ladybird spots,
our privacy gone
along with our hopes of peace.
Against our better judgement
we wait for the boat,
with hundreds of others
in bulging life-jackets.
Wondered if we’d ever walk
on dusty land again,
as the waves slapped the gunnels.
Voices and arms hurried us on
and the beach blurred into the past.
Elise Carey-McGibney
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PRIMARY SENIOR

Love
Love is a nice feeling.
Love helps the people who are not healing.
Love is your oxygen.
And fear is your smoke.
Spread love like chocolate spread on your toast.
Fear is a nightmare and love is a dream.
Love is music and fear is a siren.
Love is bigger than our galaxy.
And fear is deeper than your soul.
Everyone should love, it’s more
Precious than gold.
Rhianna Lawrence

Until Love Conquers Fear
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PRIMARY SENIOR

Love Always WinS
In the dark of the night
A nightmare came to me
It was war nothing else
Mom wakes me and all is right
When my house got knocked down
By one of those explosives
When I felt that all was gone
Love was there in the silence
In the eyes of every war child
The fire of sadness burns
Maybe one day the war will end
And the world will be just love.
Sybille de Pluvié
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PRIMARY JUNIOR

Love Conquers Fear
I feel the prickly snake
and hear the roar of death,
I see the black hole
and feel the fiery heart of fear.
I run and run and run,
I run into the morning
into the fluffy fur
of my golden dog.
Love licks my hand,
nudges my leg.
Love lies beside me,
richness and confidence.
I feel love inside.
Jude Rogers
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PRIMARY JUNIOR

The Fox
Fear looks like
four prowling paws
a small sniffing snout,
black eyes that are dull
with hunger.
It lurks in the street
hunting for food, hunting for hope.
Love grows
in the heart of the earth.
When the fox catches
the scent of love, it changes
it grows new fur,
fluffy as a cloud
spread over the fox.
Love gives the fox
food and safety.
When love touches it,
the fox fills with kindness.
Abbey Bi Yao Lin
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PRIMARY JUNIOR

Forgiveness
I hear the cry of fear.
Love, get ready for battle.
Love will throw
fear back to its den.
I feel fear upon us all,
it captures us, treats us like a ragdoll.
I taste victory for love.
I see shame for fear.
What love says touches my heart.
Fear, I forgive you.
Fionn McGibney
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

Published Adult
DARAGH BRADISH
Daragh Bradish was born in Dublin, and has lived in Dublin and
Liscannor, County Clare. He has had his work published widely
in Irish, UK and European literary journals, such as the Moth,
Crannóg, Orbis, The French Literary Review, Poetry Salzburg
Review, and Acumen, and most recently in the Irish Times.
His first collection ‘Easter in March’ was published by Liberties
Press in 2016. He has run the ‘Soundings for Simon’ readings
in Dublin since 2010 and ‘Listeners’ reading group with Paul
Bregazzi in Rathfarnham since 2016. He is also a member of C.B.
Quarterman, a poetry collaborative entity.
EILEEN CASEY
Eileen Casey has published four books of poetry. She received
a Hennessy Award for Fiction and a Katherine and Patrick
Kavanagh Fellowship. Her poetry features in anthologies by
Dedalus, New Island and The Nordic Irish Studies Journal, among
others. In 2018, her small press Fiery Arrow will publish The
Lea-Green Down, featuring over 60 contributors responding
to the poems of Patrick Kavanagh.
JOSEPH HORGAN
Joseph Horgan was born in Birmingham of Irish immigrant parents.
He writes widely on the immigrant experience. He is the author
of three poetry collections and a prose work, The Song at Your
Backdoor, which was serialised by RTE. Among other credits, he
is a past winner of the Patrick Kavanagh Award and is a current
recipient of the Poetry Ireland Residency Bursary. His pamphlet
collection, 21: The Thing I Am, is due out this year.

Non Published Adult
JOHN DONAGHY
Born and raised in Derry City, where he worked as a teacher
and group facilitator, John Donaghy now lives in Moville in
Co Donegal. His poetry has been published in The Irish
Times, The Derry Journal and in the Sarasvati and Fingerpost
magazines. He was short-listed for the Bridport Prize in 2015
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and was selected to read at the John Hewitt Summer School in
the same year. He is working towards a first collection.
EMER DAVIS
Emer Davis was born in Dublin and grew up on Achill Island,
Co Mayo. She has several poems published in various
anthologies, journals and online in Ireland, UK, USA & UAE,
including Boyne Berries, Revival, HeartShoots, and Proletariat.
Several poems have been exhibited in various poetry trails in
the UK. She has performed regularly at Rooftop Rhythms Open
Mic in Abu Dhabi between 2012 and 2014 and various Open Mic
events in Ireland since then. She set up Poetry in the Park in
Drogheda and chairs the Drogheda Creative Writers Group.

Post Primary Senior
JADE MOORE
Jade Moore is a fifth year student at Oaklands Community
College in Edenderry, Co. Offaly. She is 16 years old and from
Carbury in Co. Kildare. Jade has loved the English language for
as long as she can remember. She spent most of her childhood
playing teacher and writing poems and stories for herself to
enjoy. Jade hopes to attend third level education to study English
and become an English lecturer.
RACHEL O’DWYER
Rachel O’Dwyer is 17 years old and is currently a fifth year
student in Borrisokane Community College. She loves art and
writing. Rachel also likes kayaking and plays the violin. Her
favourite subject is Irish.
HANNAH MURPHY
Hannah Murphy is a fifth year student in Ursuline Secondary
School, Thurles. She loves spending her time reading and writing
poetry. A lot of inspiration for her poetry comes from her family,
who are very supportive. They enjoy reading her poetry as much
as she does writing it and they encourage her to share her
poetry with others. When Hannah goes to college, she hopes
to study Journalism.
Until Love Conquers Fear
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Post Primary Junior
SINÉAD O’REILLY
Sinéad O’Reilly is a first year student at Loreto, Wexford. In her
spare time she does athletics and ballet, plays harp, violin and
piano, and sings, along with her sister Róisín, in the local church
choir. Her idea of down-time is curling up under the quilt with a
good book. She is presently half-way through Tolstoy’s War and
Peace. Sinéad loves cats. She does not like spiders.
ABBIE O’SULLIVAN
Abbie O’Sullivan is 12 years old. She is in her first year in Scoil
Mhuire and she lives in Cork with her mom and dad. Her hobbies
include singing, dancing and art. She likes poetry because it’s
a special way to express yourself. Poems mean something
different to everyone because there are lots of ways to interpret
every poem.
GRACE CROSSEN
Grace Crossen is a 13 year old student in Our Lady’s Bower,
Athlone. Her favourite hobbies are basketball and art. She enjoys
English because it gives her a chance to express herself through
the essays and poems she writes.

Primary Senior
ELISE CAREY-MCGIBNEY
Elise Carey-McGibney’s a sixth class pupil in St. Brendan’s N.S
Fenit, Co. Kerry. Elise is a previous runner up in this competition
as well as winning second place at Listowel Writers’ Week in
2016 with her poem ‘Magpie’. She enjoys art, birdwatching and
writing poetry and short stories. She’d like to be an artist, fashion
designer, or a zookeeper when she’s older and if she could, she’d
be all three!
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RHIANNA LAWRENCE
Rhianna Lawrence is 12 years old, going on 13 in November. Her
hobbies are writing poems and singing. Rhianna’s favourite foods
are pizza and cookies. Her personality is being cheeky, fully of
energy and loving her friends.
SYBILLE DE PLUVIÉ
Sybille de Pluvié is French. In France, she lives in Britany in a
town called Rennes. Her family came to Westport in September
for a cultural and learning experience. Sybille is eleven years old
and is in 5th class in St Colmcille’s Quay School in Westport. She
has made many friends in Westport and has embraced the Irish
way of life. Sybille enjoys reading and all kinds of sports. She
even plays Gaelic football with her school team now. Sybille will
return to France in June but hopes to come back to Ireland again
soon.

Primary Junior
JUDE ROGERS
Jude Rogers is ten years old and lives in Dublin. He really likes
to draw and play basketball. He has a friendly dog called Buster,
who is a golden cocker spaniel.
ABBEY BI YAO LIN
Abbey Bi Yao Lin was born in Ireland and lives in Dublin. She is
10 years old and loves reading. It’s hard to believe this, she can’t
stop reading! She also loves to draw. She is very interested in
nature and animals, especially dogs and foxes.
FIONN MCGIBNEY
Fionn McGibney is a 10 year old boy who goes to Northbay
School in Dublin. He likes to write fantasy stories. He enjoys
playing games on his PS4 and likes to make people laugh.
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Until Love Conquers Fear
Poetry Competition 2018

Ireland’s literary tradition, and notably its poetic talent, is renowned
across the world, as is Ireland’s extraordinary generosity for
supporting those in need. Since 2012, the annual Trócaire and
Poetry Ireland poetry competition has been bringing these two
elements together in a creative way, using the arts to raise awareness
about the leading global issues of our time. Poems can give us solace and
strength during times of uncertainty. Poetry can find words where words seem
impossible. As Irish poet Eileen Casey writes in The Power of Poems inside this
booklet, ‘Poems pour oil on troubled waters, soothe and salve. Poems dry tears shed in
lonely rooms on lonely streets at day-break or at close of day.’
This year’s competition theme, Until Love Conquers Fear, examines why it is
important to show support and solidarity with people facing hunger and injustice. For
example, the chaos in Syria has forced over 11 million people to flee their homes. Over
5 million Syrians have sought safety in other countries, with 6.5 million displaced inside
Syria, often in besieged and hard-to-reach areas. Last year, Trócaire’s humanitarian
programmes provided aid to 1,375,000 people across the world, including
emergency aid, food and shelter to Syrian families. We stay with
communities long after the television cameras are gone, to
help people recover after conflict and disaster, and to be
better prepared for the future. This is what it means to
be there until love conquers fear.
This year’s judges are Nessa O’Mahony, published poet
and creative writing teacher; Aidan Clifford, retired former director of
the Curriculum Development Unit; and Trócaire’s Patricia Groves, published author.
We hope you enjoy this year’s winning entries.
Éamonn Meehan, Executive Director of Trócaire
Maureen Kennelly, Director of Poetry Ireland

Trocaire envisages a just and peaceful world where people’s dignity is ensured and rights are
respected; where basic needs are met and resources are shared equitably;
where people have control over their own lives, and those in power
act for the common good. www.trocaire.org

Poetry Ireland/Éigse Éireann is the national organisation for poetry in Ireland and also runs the
Writers in Schools programme, the mission of which is ‘to empower the participant by facilitating
a magical and memorable experience through the imaginative, emotional and intellectual energy
and belief in language that the writer brings to the classroom’. We serve all thirty-two counties
and receive support from The Arts Council of Ireland / An Chomhairle Ealaíon and The Arts
Council of Northern Ireland. www.poetryireland.ie

